Learning & Development
(Introduction to forthcoming changes)

- Harmonization of official documents related to learning and development
  - SRR (July 2006)
  - L&D Policy (Sept 2012)
  - AC 16 (Training) (January 2000)
  - Administrative e-guide

- LD policy – official reference in CDS
  [http://cds.cern.ch/record/1746291](http://cds.cern.ch/record/1746291)

Presented on 9 October 2014 by Chair CLB, J-M. Jimenez
Harmonization and updating of provisions concerning learning and development taking into account the L&D Policy approved in Sept 2012

Revised SRR not yet published

LD policy Rev 1 (effective 17.04.15 – official reference in CDS)